Technology Guide

Your toolkit for
an unforgettable
event

Gala and
Cocktail Events

Creating
the perfect
atmosphere

Gala and Cocktail Events Technology Guide

Cocktails on the terrace, banquets and
luncheons in one of our unique rooms
overlooking the Yarra River. You name
it, we’ll do it. At MCEC, we don’t just
provide a space, we create environments
that are tailored around your event.
We have access to the latest technology
and our team will help you find audiovisual, lighting and design solutions that
will leave your guests in awe.
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Your Technology Planner
will work with you to
find ways to incorporate
the latest trends
and technologies into
your event, enhancing
your guests’ experience
and elevating the
impact of your speakers
or performers.

Bringing your
event to life
Event styling

Camera to screen

Make a big impression with a stylish
event space. We can recommend an
event stylist or collaborate with your
preferred supplier.

Add impact to your event and
improve sight lines by broadcasting
your presenter on the main screen.

Entertainment
We can connect you with our
entertainment contacts who can
help you source the best MCs, DJs,
bands and aerial artists.

Audio
We offer a selection of digital audio
packages and speaker accessories
o boost audio and add impact to your
event. Options are available for intimate
soloists and performers through to large
scale dinner bands.

Vision

We also offer vision switching solutions,
ensuring presenter and video content
displays seamlessly on screen.

Enhance your guests' experience with a
unique lighting design. Your Technology
Planner can help you create a unique
design to enhance your guests experience
creating memorable and highly
photographic moments.

Rigging
Our accredited rigging team can
install your equipment and assist
with production elements such
as stages, drapes and cloths.

Digital seating plan
Our digital seating plan makes it easy
for you to manage your table allocation
and ensure your guests can easily
find their seat. Any last minute seating
changes are easily managed onsite
through a digital app.

Additional services
to amplify your event
∙ Red carpet
∙ Perspex lectern
∙ Dance floor lighting
∙ Haze and effects
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Our gala spaces are designed
with maximum flexibility. We can
accommodate a range of screen sizes
and layouts ensuring unobstructed
sight lines for your guests.

Lighting

∙ Band microphones and equipment.
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Start
planning
your next
event
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